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Introduction

For the past twenty-five years, the U.S. Government has increasingly looked to antitrust—rather than regulation—to protect consumers in the Internet Ecosystem. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 made it clear that “it shall be the policy of the United States … to preserve the vibrant and competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet and other interactive computer services, unfettered by Federal or State regulation.” With the occasional setback, the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) has since made progress in lifting the yoke of regulation on Internet Service Providers (“ISPs”). Moreover, “edge” providers such as Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon that rely on the underlying “core” network have been spared completely from ex ante regulation at the FCC or elsewhere, with Congress choosing instead to subject these big tech firms to ex post antitrust and consumer protection oversight by the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) and the Department of Justice (“DOJ”).

That said, there is a growing school of thought that an antitrust-only approach has failed and is ill-suited for the Internet Ecosystem. Reform advocates worry the giant Internet Platforms—primarily Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Google—have grown too large and too dominant under antitrust’s watch (or alleged lack thereof). The unbridled growth of big tech along with the high evidentiary requirements and slow pace of antitrust cases have some reformers looking for alternative forums for oversight—forums with a more anticipatory, immediate, and interventionalist perspective.

... the Wheeler Proposal’s desired new statutory framework would give the DPA broad and unchecked regulatory powers over the entire Internet Ecosystem—including both tech platforms and Internet Service Providers alike.

Without an obvious choice among existing enforcement agencies—all of which are heavily criticized by reformers—there are some who seek the creation of a new regulatory entity with expansive powers over the Internet Ecosystem (and beyond). One such proposal comes from former FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler and his co-authors Phil Verveer and Gene Kimmelman (hereinafter the “Wheeler Proposal”). Dissatisfied with existing regulatory institutions like the FCC and FTC, the Wheeler Proposal calls for the creation of a new “Digital Platform Agency” or “DPA”—complete with its own novel governing statute.

This PERSPECTIVE summarizes the parameters of the DPA and its proposed statutory charter as outlined in the Wheeler Proposal. As explained below, central to the argument for the DPA is that with the combination of “Digital DNA” and “cooperative engagement” with the industry, this new DPA will somehow be different from
existing regulatory agencies and thus fully capable of regulating dynamic markets with minimal intrusion. The reality, however, is that the *Wheeler Proposal*’s desired new statutory framework would give the DPA broad and unchecked regulatory powers over the entire Internet Ecosystem—including both tech platforms and Internet Service Providers alike.

An Overview of the Digital Platform Agency (DPA)

According to the authors of the *Wheeler Proposal*, there are “inherent limitations of trying to shoehorn digital realities into an agency created for the oversight of industrial activities.” While the authors concede that “existing regulatory agencies are populated by good and responsible individuals,” the authors maintain that these “institutions bring with them decades of operational and jurisprudential precedent that inhibits the ability to address the dynamics of the new digital marketplace.” As such, they argue that “Congress must establish a new set of expectations for behavior in the digital marketplace and those expectations should be overseen by a new digital agency.”

Despite this call for a “new set of expectations” for the digital marketplace, the authors of the *Wheeler Proposal* take a somewhat traditional approach to the organizational structure of their proposed DPA. The new DPA would be an independent agency comprised of three commissioners who are appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, one of whom would act as Chairman and Chief Executive. The DPA commissioners would serve staggered five-year terms and no more than two commissioners could be of the same political party. This design matches closely with the FTC and the FCC (albeit with two fewer commissioners).

But while the authors of the *Wheeler Proposal* opt for a “traditional” organizational structure for their new regulator, they contend that it is also possible to infuse the new bureaucracy with a novel culture of “Digital DNA.” According to the authors, “Digital DNA” means “hiring computer scientists” and “appointing commissioners with demonstrated expertise in the management of the digital environment.” What should be avoided, they say, is the “prevailing practice of appointing former congressional staffers to commissioner posts,” though there is no mention of the suitability to the job of the normal pool of possibilities including former industry lobbyists and generous campaign donors. Armed with such “Digital DNA,” the DPA would stand apart from other existing institutions, which “as a result of their statute, staff, tradition and jurisprudence are infused with an inherently analog DNA.”

But organizational structure and personnel decisions are only one piece of the puzzle; the new DPA will also require a new governing statute. As for the details of what that new legislative model would look like, the *Wheeler Proposal* is obtuse. Motivated by a dissatisfaction with antitrust’s consumer welfare standard—which the authors describe as nothing more than a “conservative litmus test for judicial appointments”–the *Wheeler Proposal* would like for Congress to enact three “core concepts” into law.

First, the authors argue that the new DPA should conduct its oversight “on the basis of risk management rather than micromanagement.” According to the authors, “this means targeted remedies focused on market outcomes”, which would thus avoid “rigid utility-style regulation.”

Second, the authors would like to see a “[r]eaffirmation of common law principles of a duty of care and a duty to deal as the underpinning of DPA authority.” According to the authors, a duty of care “must be targeted towards critical values not otherwise protected such as privacy and the security of personal information,” and a duty to deal should be imposed upon those companies “deemed
systemically important to society due to their economic dominance or essential nature.”

Third, the authors envision a regulatory regime whereby the DPA would participate in “cooperative engagement” with the industry to “develop enforceable behavioral codes.” Should this “cooperative engagement” mechanism fail, however, the authors would also give the DPA the plenary “authority to act independently should that become necessary.”

Analysis of the Proposal

The Ability to Self-Define its Own Jurisdiction

Given the DPA’s eponymous title, the casual reader might assume that the DPA’s jurisdiction would be limited to large digital platforms such as Apple, Amazon, Google and Facebook. Not so.

The regulatory emphasis of the DPA is to impose a duty to deal upon those companies “deemed systemically important to society due to their economic dominance or essential nature.” “Systematic importance” centers around “whether network effects, economies of scale, economies of scope, power over data and similar factors have given certain companies excessive economic or social power, most often reflected by having a dominant position—bottleneck or gatekeeper control—over a key aspect of the digital market.” (Emphasis supplied.) (As a side, the Wheeler Proposal describes data as having “economics of scale,” but economies of scale are a property of a firm, not an asset.)

There are two key aspects to “systematic importance” worth mentioning. First, the authors of the Wheeler Proposal contend that the DPA—and not Congress—should “determine what companies are systemically important in their social and economic impact.” As a general proposition, granting any regulatory agency such broad discretion to self-define what firms come under its jurisdiction based on a subjective standard of “systematic importance” is an invitation for mischief.

Unquestionably, the authors of the Wheeler Proposal intend for the jurisdiction of their new DPA to be profoundly broad and encompass the entire Internet Ecosystem (and perhaps beyond).

Codification of “Common Law Principles”

The analytical cornerstone of the Wheeler Proposal is the desire to codify into statute the “common law-derived principles” of a duty of care and a duty to deal. According to the authors, “[e]nacting the [sic] principles into law will supply a reliable basis for the development of obligations applicable to systemically important digital platforms, even as technology and market activities evolve.” The authors further contend
that “Congress should make the obligations as general and flexible as circumstances permit.”29
This proposal ignores both the substantial bodies of economic literature and judicial decisions that warn against such obligations.

We might also ask—if a duty of care and a duty to deal are firmly entrenched in the common law, then why do we need to codify these duties via statute into civil law? Doing so, it seems, is a bit redundant. In fact, the duties described in the Wheeler Proposal are not firmly entrenched in current common law. The authors are stuck in yesteryear, when the “common law” produced the outcomes they prefer.

Take, for example, the Wheeler Proposal’s call for a duty to deal. The authors ground their argument that a blanket duty to deal can be found in the “common law” by pointing to the “essential facilities” doctrine under antitrust jurisprudence, citing, for example, the Supreme Court’s 1912 decision in United States v. Terminal R.R. Ass’n of St. Louis, 224 U.S. 383 (1912) and the Seventh Circuit’s 1983 decision in MCI Communications Corp. v. American Tel. & Tel., 708 F.2d 1081 (7th Cir. 1983).30 But what the authors of the Wheeler Proposal refuse to acknowledge is that the common law evolves—it is a dynamic, not static, concept. Accordingly, as economic understanding grew and legal principles evolved, the duty to deal in the “common law” has changed significantly since 1912.

As the Ninth Circuit recently explained in detail in FTC v. Qualcomm, 969 F.3d 974 (9th Cir. 2020), in the years since Terminal Railroad the Supreme Court has repeatedly emphasized that:

there is “no duty to deal under the terms and conditions preferred by [a competitor’s] rivals[.]” Likewise, “the Sherman Act “does not restrict the long recognized right of [a] trader or manufacturer engaged in an entirely private business, freely to exercise his own independent discretion as to parties with whom he will deal.” This is because the antitrust laws, including the Sherman Act, “were enacted for ‘the protection of competition, not competitors.’” Or, as we recently put it, in a bit more colorful terms: “Competitors are not required to engage in a lovefest.”31

That said, the court pointed out that there is there is “one, limited exception to this general rule that there is no antitrust duty to deal” under the Supreme Court’s decision in Aspen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp., 472 U.S. 585 (1985). Under this exception,

a company engages in prohibited, anticompetitive conduct when (1) it “unilaterally terminates [a competitor’s] voluntarily and profitable course of dealing,” (2) “the only conceivable rationale or purpose is ‘to sacrifice short-term benefits in order to obtain higher profits in the long run from the exclusion of competition,’” and (3) the refusal to deal involves products that the defendant already sells in the existing market to other similarly situated customers.32

Still, as the Ninth Circuit observed, the Supreme Court later characterized the Aspen Skiing exception in Verizon Communications Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis v. Trinko as “at or near the outer boundary of § 2 liability.”33

If courts are unwilling to impose a blanket “duty to deal” like that the authors of the Wheeler Report seek, then it is highly disingenuous for the authors of the Wheeler Proposal to describe their proposal as being based in the “common law.” In reality, the Wheeler Report wants an unequivocal, statutorily mandated duty to deal across the entire Internet Ecosystem that goes well-beyond what the courts have unambiguously rejected.34 The Wheeler Report provides neither an economic nor a legal justification for such a radical reformulation of a firm’s duty to deal with its rivals.
... the Wheeler Report wants an unequivocal, statutorily mandated duty to deal across the entire Internet Ecosystem that goes well-beyond what the courts have unambiguously rejected.

Complicating matters further, the Wheeler Proposal provides no guidance as to how this “duty to deal” would work in practice. Absent any specifications about the boundaries and scope of this duty that is as “general and flexible as circumstances permit,” it is impossible to contemplate (much less model economically) the costs and benefits of the statutory obligation. Indeed, if the unbundling experiment of the Telecommunication Act of 1996 has taught us anything, it is that the failure to understand the economics of a mandatory sharing regime will not lead to lasting success.35

To be taken seriously the Wheeler Proposal’s call for a mandatory duty to deal requires, at a minimum, more specificity. For instance, the proposal’s call for data sharing makes no mention of intellectual property—a legal constraint that cannot be swept under the rug.36 Like several of the other provisions in the Wheeler Proposal, mandatory data portability certainly deserves a more careful analysis than is provided.38

“Cooperative Engagement” (with an Aggressive Regulatory Backstop)

In addition to its “Digital DNA,” the Wheeler Proposal suggests that “agility” rests in the DPA’s ability to combine the “public participation underpinnings of the current regulatory process with a new model based on supervised but cooperative industry-public development of enforceable behavioral codes.” This “cooperative engagement” will “create policies that are more dynamic than traditional regulation.”39 In essence, the DPA would differ from existing regulatory agencies only in its cooperation with industry, since public participation is standard fare in regulatory oversight. A cynic might argue, as do several other proposals for enhanced oversight of digital platforms, that regulators already engage in too much cooperation with industry (that is, the regulators are “captured”).

To achieve such cooperation, the Wheeler Proposal envisions a mechanism whereby these behavioral codes are developed by a “Code Council” and brought to the DPA for approval or disapproval. This Code Council would be composed of members equally divided between industry representatives and representatives of the public and meet at least once a month.40

But the creation of an omnipotent regulator with unrestricted power seems to be the very point of the Wheeler Proposal. The notion of “cooperative engagement” is mere window dressing.

While the notion of “cooperative engagement” sounds nice in concept, this proposal appears more aspirational than practical. It seems plausible that the “Code Council” would be populated by different interest groups with conflicting objectives (say, for Net Neutrality, both core and edge providers). Given the highly politicized nature of tech policy and the partisan desires for particular “market outcomes,” it is not difficult to imagine contentious battles over who gets a proverbial seat at the “Code Council” table. The potential for “selection bias” is plain enough. Moreover, the potential for capture of the DPA through this formal “cooperative engagement” is high.41 In this case, it is a good bet that future disruptive innovators will never have a seat at this table; a fact that incumbents will surely use to their advantage.
If anything, the Wheeler Proposal’s concept of “cooperative engagement” argues against the creation of a new regulator. If the DPA merely serves a “review” role, then why not have the FTC oversee the Code Council and enforce the behavioral codes under Section 5 of the FTC Act? Using an existing agency with broad powers seems far more efficient than the creating a whole new regulator with a whole new law.

But the creation of an omnipotent regulator with unrestricted power seems to be the very point of the Wheeler Proposal. The notion of “cooperative engagement” is mere window dressing. As Gene Kimmelman—one of the authors of the Wheeler Proposal—publicly admitted about the FTC’s ability to convene such a Code Council: “The FTC could do that, has tried to do that, and has often failed in that endeavor, and I think that one of the main failures is the lack of a big stick...” Yet, the FTC has several big sticks, including the ability to recommend criminal prosecution to the Department of Justice. What the FTC does not have, however, is a tendency to let partisan politics drive its decisions (though it is not immune to partisanship). The DPA envisioned in the Wheeler Proposal leans toward intervention. With better options available, the creation of a new regulator of digital platforms is ill-advised, especially at a time rich in politically-motivated vendetta.

Indeed, despite their purported enthusiasm for regulation via “cooperative engagement,” the Wheeler Proposal also affords the DPA “many of the common characteristics of traditional regulatory agencies,” including adherence to the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), and “traditional rulemaking and enforcement regulatory tools.” These tools include, inter alia, the ability to issue injunctions and levy fines, as well as broad data collection powers, including the power to compel interrogatories and issue subpoenas for documents and testimony. Rather than something novel, that the DPA looks a lot like existing regulatory agencies deemed inadequate by the Wheeler Proposal for the modern era.

“Digital DNA”

The authors of the Wheeler Proposal contend that what would make the DPA better than existing institutions is a secret sauce the authors label “Digital DNA.” As noted earlier, Digital DNA means “hiring computer scientists” and “appointing commissioners with demonstrated expertise in the management of the digital environment,” rather than the Hill staffers and lobbyist that often fill leadership positions at regulatory agencies. The DPA, it is argued, stands apart from other existing institutions, which “as a result of their statute, staff, tradition and jurisprudence are infused with an inherently analog DNA,” where the personnel at existing enforcement and regulatory institutions—from the commissioners down to the staff—suffer from a confirmation bias due to the “simple reality is that their professional lives—let alone their personal lives—have been shaped by assumptions and practices that digital technology has pushed aside.”

There are several obvious concerns with this “Digital DNA” idea.

First, the practice of “appointing commissioners with demonstrated expertise in the management of the digital environment” appears to institutionalize a revolving door between the industry and the regulator. Some observers may say the revolving door problem is not much different than existing regulatory agencies and institutions.
Relying solely on the choice of leadership to ensure quality regulation, especially when Commissioners are chosen by party affiliation as the Wheeler Proposal requires, is the height of naivety.

Second, history dictates that bureaucratic entrenchment and legal precedent will, over time, inevitably befall the DPA. It is the nature of the regulatory process and precedent is a core concept of legal jurisprudence. As former FTC Commissioner Josh Wright observed, “in regulated industries, regulatory bodies are far more likely to be populated by industry insiders with favorable inclinations towards older and outdated modes of doing business.” It is widely recognized that regulators tend to protect incumbents against entrants. Regulatory entrenchment may be exacerbated by the Wheeler Proposal’s desire for “cooperative engagement” with the industry it oversees. Fordham University School of Law professor Zephyr Teachout was blunter, tweeting that “setting up a new, specialized agency would be MORE likely to be captured.” (Capitalization in original.) Indeed, argued Professor Teachout, a digital regulator may “look … stronger, but it’s definitely weaker.”

For the most part, the advantages of the proposed DPA over existing regulatory institutions hangs on the careful and wise choice of leadership (i.e., with “Digital DNA”). The organizational structure is the same, but the Wheeler Proposal demands that the President and Senate treat the DPA in a manner distinct from other regulatory agencies in the choice of leadership. Surely, if the success of a regulatory agency depends critically (and solely) on the choice of good leadership, then the same prudence afforded the choice of DPA leadership would serve all regulatory agencies. Why not fix the “Analog DNA” problem at existing agencies with better appointments?

Relying solely on the choice of leadership to ensure quality regulation, especially when Commissioners are chosen by party affiliation as the Wheeler Proposal requires, is the height of naivety. Given the President’s Article II power, he or she may appoint anyone he or she wants to their administration. Appointing people with substantive backgrounds is a laudable goal, but no law prevents such educated choices today. The authors of the Wheeler Proposal know from their own personal experience that Washington does not work this way. If history is a guide, then “digital experience” assuredly will give way political fundraising, nepotism, partisan favors, industry pressures, and other considerations that “qualify” appointments today.

The notion that a President and Senate can choose wisely the leadership of the DPA while adhering to the old ways for other agencies is, put simply, silly. By design, the DPA is almost identical to existing regulatory agencies. By rational expectations, the DPA’s leadership will be drawn from the same pool of partisan favorites used for other regulatory agencies (though the DPA, in the present environment, may be a more plum appointment). Which begs the question: if the DPA is more alike than different from existing regulatory institutions—all deemed as inadequate and defective by the Wheeler Proposal—is it still good policy to create such an entity? The Wheeler Proposal provides no answer.

Private Rights of Action

Finally, the Wheeler Proposal pollutes the idea of a DPA by including a private right of action for persons claiming to be damaged by violations of the DPA’s new enabling statute. Complainants would have the right to elect adjudication either by the federal judiciary or the DPA.

The Wheeler Proposal’s call for a private right of action is significant for two major reasons. First,
the call for a private right of action goes beyond what other proposals for new digital regulator call for.\textsuperscript{56} Second, allowing private parties to sue for an alleged breach of a duty to deal under the DPA’s new enabling statute would essentially supersede the antitrust process (which, as explained above, takes a more circumspect approach to claims of refusals to deal) by offering offer plaintiffs an easier path to seek relief. Regardless, it is unclear how opening the door to the trial bar so that they can subject the entire Internet Ecosystem to a tsunami of litigation will promote innovation and support a “dynamic” regulatory agenda.\textsuperscript{57}

Conclusion

By nearly all accounts, the regulation of economic activity has warts. Firms are not passive recipients of regulation but adapt their practices to regulation to minimize impact. Regulators tend toward capture and their efforts often do more harm than good. As such, we may rightly demand compelling arguments for a new regulator, especially one with broad scope and unbridled power over the most important and dynamic segment of the modern economy. The Wheeler Proposal’s call for a Digital Platform Agency fails in that regard.

\textit{... it is unclear how opening the door to the trial bar so that they can subject the entire Internet Ecosystem to a tsunami of litigation will promote innovation and support a “dynamic” regulatory agenda.}

Antitrust, while imperfect, is grounded in precedent and is conducted in a dispassionate manner, thus avoids the pitfalls of regulatory capture and rent seeking accompanying regulation.\textsuperscript{58} Accordingly, if we are concerned that antitrust enforcement is lacking, then perhaps increasing the budgets of the DOJ and the FTC, coupled with more alert Congressional oversight, is the better policy choice at this time.\textsuperscript{59}
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